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Why Some Greens Planted by the Stolon Method Have Been
Unsatisfactory

By w. s. Harban

It was the wonderful spreading or creeping propensity of certain
varieties of bent grasses such as are found in some old greens that
had long been seeded to German mixed bent seed, which suggested
the idea that these particular strains of bent might be grown the same
as Bermuda had been in the South-that is, by spreading stolons of
these species on the ground and covering with soil. To carry out. this
idea specimens of the creeping bent (or carpet bent-sometImes
so c~lled), as well as of velvet bent or ca'liina hent, were secured from
various golf courses and planted in rows in. the nursery at the Arling-
ton Experiment Station, to produce sufficient stolons to carryon
experiments in vegetative planting. The first greens, outside of the
above station, were planted by the v~getative method on the East
Potomac Public Course, Washington, in the fall of 1918. The success
of the result was most convincing to those responsible for the idea
that beautiful fine turf could be grown in this manner. The failure
of these greens, however, as true putting surfaces was apparent. It
was this failure that prompted the building of the 9th green at the
Columbia Country Club, near Washington, where different methods
of. planting and upkeep were followed, which have since led to the
general acceptance of these methods of turf building of putting
greens.

Of the two varieties mentioned above the true creeping bent has
been generally adopted for this purpose. It not only has far greater
creeping strength but is better suited to the climate over a greater
area of the country. The patches.of -creepingbent found in old greens
have each clearly developed from a single seed plant. They are never
in evidence until after several years, at first small, then spreading
gradually until reaching a diameter of several feet, thus showing the
creeping nature of this grass and why, by its restorative tendency,
when once established it never requires the use of seed to heal an
injury. In fact, it would be foolish to use seed on a bent stolong;reen
at any time, as that would defeat the purpose most desired, namely
the production of a turf of uniform texture throughout. .

There are many varieties of creeping bent, all of which are not
acceptable, as some are far more liable to disease than others, and
still others indeed are almost immune to the brown-patch fungus. The
Bulletin of the Green Section has so often called attention to these
varieties that I will pass over that phase of the subject .. My obser-
vation has been that all true creeping bents are less liable to brown-
patch than is Rhode Island bent; and this is therefore a greater rea-
son for planting greens from stolons rather than using seed as 85
per cent of the seed in German mixed bent is Rhode Island berit seed.

I now want to call attention to why, after even using the precau-
tions shown above and strictly following the teachings laid down by
Dr. Piper, Dr. Oakley, and Prof. Carrier, some of these greens are
rank failures as putting surfaces. Let it be understood from the be-
ginning that a plant developed from a stolon is many times stronger
than one from the seed. Plants developed from stolons root quickly
and gr?w, un~er proper care, with the vigor of Some weeds. It is
very dIfficult lndeed for the first month or two to keep them under
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subjection; at such a period they should be cut as often as twice a day,
and very short at that. The first cutting should be with the machine
set at o/s-inch, and the clippings should be allowed to fall to the sur-
face. After rolling, the entire green should be again topdressed, as
much as possible in the same manner as the initial covering of the
stolons. This serves the purpose of a secondary planting, to fill in
any weak spots. Watering should be continued as before. When
after a few days the grass shows up about an inch, the mower should
be set at Ih-inch, and the grass catcher should ever afterward be used
in order to prevent any accumulation of trash on the surface. The
grass should be cut regularly every day, and more often if necessary.
Occasional, though lighter, dressings are called for to prevent the,run-
ners coming to the surface. Unless the runners are kept down in the
soil, well covered, a mass of runners will take possession of the turf
which can neither be cut by mower nor covered by dressings later.

It is the tendency of creeping bent to send out these runners over
the surface which has caused most of the failures that have come to
my attention. Such greens playas if they were covered with feath-
ers, and are so rank and rough that they are worthless as putting
greens and make only ,beautiful lawns. A stolon green, if watched
carefully, can be made just like the fine, oeautiful patches seen in
many old greens when the runners are all in the soil surface and the
plant blades stand straight and erect assuring as nearly as is humanly
possible a surface in all directions approximating that of a billiard
table.

If I were asked the question what is the most essential thing to
perfect a bent stolon green, I would say, daily close cutting; and if I
were asked what next, I would say, more cutting. Remember that
any bent green, to get the best results, should be cut and kept cut as
close as possible all the time, especially in hot weather, for that is the
time in which these greens are subject to diseases, and these are more
readily controlled when the grass is short.

There is one other point upon which I wish to lay particulAr stress,
and that is, that bent likes moisture, as more than 90 percent of the
roots never get to a depth of more than I1j2 inches. It is well in dry
weather to water sufficiently every day to meet this need, but never
to overcharge the lower strata by excessive watering, especially on
clay soils.

If a little more care than is commonly given to new putting greens
is given to bent greens the first month or so they will require much
less attention thereafter than any other turf used for this purpose.
If these simple instructions are carried out at the beginning there will
be few criticisms of stolon greens thereafter. 'What I am anxious to
impress most upon anyone who happens to read this brief story is
that creeping bent is a dwarf grass and, as such, is a shallow-rooted
grass; that if allowed to grow long it will send out a number of run-
ners on the surface, which destroy the turf for putting and make a
slow, spongy surface to play to or to putt upon, and a turf which is
more liable to disease and harder to treat; that creeping bent is not
only healthier, but also grows thicker, when kept very short; that it
requires moisture near the surface; that it is better to water creeping
bent daily rather than, as is commonly done, to water every three
days; that excessive watering in clay soil is harmful; that it is best
to keep the soil moist rather than wet, if possible returning to the
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Three pieces of turf of mixed creeping bent and velvet bent 
respectively \'z inch, 1 inch, and 2 inches thick 

ground each day the evaporation of yesterday; and finally, that creep
ing bent greens should be given special care until they are fully de
veloped for play. 

How Thick to Cut Sod for Putting Greens 
In September, 1924, an experiment was inaugurated at the Ar

lington Turf Garden to test the matter of sodding—that is, the thick
ness at which sod would establish itself best when transferred to a 
new surface. The kind of sod used in the experiment was mixed 
creeping bent and velvet bent. 

The sods were cut 
at three th i cknesses , 
namely i^-inch, 1 inch, 
and 2 inches respective
ly. The preparation of 
the receiving soil bed 
for each thickness of 
sod was the same, ex
cept, of course, that the 
bed for the 2-inch 
sod was 1 inch deeper 
than the bed for the 1-
inch sod, and the bed 
for the 1-inch sod was 
i/^-inch deeper than the 
bed for the %-tticIi sod, 
the desire being to have 

a level surface over all the sods after they were laid. 
The soil surface was thoroughly watered, and then the sod was 

laid immediately, rolled lightly, and then watered again lightly. These 
plots were watered liberally each day for a week after the sod was 
laid, and the grass was kept mowed to putting length. At the end 
of the week a piece of the sod in each series was lifted to see if the 
roots had taken hold in the soil below. These showed that the roots 
of the i/4-inch sod had taken hold firmly in one week, while neither of 
the other sods had sent any roots down into the soil below. This ex
amination was repeated in another week, when it was found that the 
Va-meh sod had become so thoroughly attached to the soil that it could 
not be lifted without breaking the roots or cutting under the sod. The 
1-inch had at that time begun to send a few scattering roots down 
into the soil below, but the 2-inch sod could be lifted as freely as when 
it was laid, it having established no root-hold in the under soil. This 
examination was repeated every week or ten days until after frost, 
which was about seven weeks after the experiment was started. The 
latest of these examinations in the fall disclosed the fact that the 2-
inch sod had not become attached to the soil underneath, while both 
the others had become attached firmly. There was no noticeable dif
ference in the turf as it went into the winter, but an examination the 
following spring as soon as the frost had gone out of the ground, 
revealed that while the 2-inch sod had become attached by roots to 
the under soil, nevertheless, due to the action of the frost, it had be
come slightly raised over the others and presented an uneven surface. 

These experiments, while only preliminary in their scope, indicate 
that the thinner sod is cut the better will be the results on the putting 


